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Add Event to Calendar broken

Status
 Closed

Subject
Add Event to Calendar broken

Version
15.x Regression

Category
Regression

Feature
Calendar

Resolution status
New

Submitted by
Torsten Fabricius

Lastmod by
Torsten Fabricius

Rating
     (0) 

Description
Update: a fresh SVN checkout of Tki15 branch fixed the problem.
There are still (verry bad) UX issues related to calendars and related plugins and modules, but
calendars are definitely usable.

Sorry for the hussle.

Unblocked and closed now! Thx especially to Jonny!

In a quite fresh Tiki 15.0svn (MyISAM) the calendar edit is broken.

Trying to add an event into a ne calendar I get the following error message:

{CODE()]

Fatal error: Uncaught > Smarty Compiler: Syntax error in template
"/homepages/XX/XXXXXX/htdocs/Public_HTML/tiki/members/trunk/templates/tiki-
calendar_edit_item.tpl" on line 40 "<div class="wikitext">" - Unexpected "wikitext", expected one
of: "}" < thrown in
/homepages/XX/XXXXXX/htdocs/Public_HTML/tiki/members/trunk/vendor/smarty/smarty/libs/sysplug
ins/smarty_internal_templatecompilerbase.php on line 40
{CODE}

The same error occurs, when JS calendar is activated or deactivated.

Regards,

https://dev.tiki.org/item5830-Add-Event-to-Calendar-broken
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Torsten

Solution
A fresh SVN checkout of Tki15 branch fixed the problem.

Importance
10 high

Easy to solve?
9

Priority
90

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tiki.org
Version:  Create show2.tiki.org instancetrunk ▼

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)

Ticket ID
5830

Created
Friday 26 February, 2016 02:34:01 GMT-0000
by Torsten Fabricius

LastModif
Saturday 27 February, 2016 00:26:58 GMT-0000

Comments

Jonny Bradley 26 Feb 16 17:13 GMT-0000

Please provide a show instance, cannot reproduce here, thanks

Torsten Fabricius 26 Feb 16 18:52 GMT-0000

Thx big time for quickly looking into it.

i will be travelling over the weekend, but hope to be able to setup a show instance until tomorrow or
Sunday.

Aswell I will switch the installation to a fresh Tiki 15.0 svn (it was a trunk short before branching) and
test lokally with the new code. Maybe it will be sorted then, or otherwise we might find out a conflict
with some server setting.

I will report as soon as I have done the test and show.

Until then Thx and greetz
Torsten

https://dev.tiki.org/user8515
https://dev.tiki.org/user8515
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Torsten Fabricius 27 Feb 16 00:29 GMT-0000

Hi Jonny,

Update: a fresh SVN checkout of Tki15 branch fixed the problem.
Sorry for the hussle!
Unblocked and closed now.

Sending a free hug to London.
Thx,
Torsten

Jonny Bradley 27 Feb 16 13:01 GMT-0000

Thanks T, glad it got fixed somehow 

Attachments

 filename created hits comment version filetype  

No attachments for this item

The original document is available at https://dev.tiki.org/item5830-Add-Event-to-Calendar-broken
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